The predictions can be summarized in terms of QCD spin selection rules.
INTRODUCTION
Among the most difficult challenges for any dynamical theory of high energy hadronic phenomenon is the correct description of spin effects. Spin correlations and other polarization phenomenon are sensitive to the detailed helicity dependence and phase structure of hadronic amplitudes and lead to critical checks of theoretical predictions. In this talk we will discuss how the spin dependence of exclusive and inclusive charge momentum transfer reactions provide complimentary tests of some of the basic elements of quantum chromodynamics.
The predictions of QCD for large momentum transfer inclusive processes, including spin correlations, are based on the QCD factorization theorem,' which separates the dynamics of hard scattering quark and gluon subprocess cross sections from process-independent structure functions Gq/H(x,Q) and y$"'Q'
--evolved to the large momentum transfer scale Q. These predic-, though straightforward, are complicated by a number of effects which can seriously affect the results in the subasymptotic domain (see Sect. III). In addition, the correlation between constituent and parent hadron spin is only statistical and vanishes in the low x domain. AS we have discussed in a series of recent papers,2-5 the predictions of perturbative QCD can also be extended to the domain of exclusive processes. 6 The predictions for large momentum exclusive reactions are based on a second QCD factorization theorem which separates the dynamics of hard scattering quark and gluon scattering amplitudes from process-independent "distribution amplitudes" $H(x,Q) evolved to the large momentum transfer scale Q. As We will define the states at equal time 'c = t+z on light-cone in the light-cone gauge A+=A"+A3=0.
The amplitude to find n (on-mass-shell) quarks and gluons -3-in a hadron with 4-momentum P directed along the z-direction and spin projection S, is defined to be (k' = kO+k3) (see Fig. 1 ). For example, the gq + y*q subprocess must be explicitly taken into account in Drell-Yan massive lepton pair production beyond leading order in a,(Q*).
An even more serious problem is that virtual longitudinal-scalar gluon exclusive contributions also must be taken into account beyond leading order.
For example, in Born approximation the process yg + qc has zero correlation between the photon linear polarization and the q4 production plane.lg Contributions to the correlation to first order in a,(Q*) arise not only from one-loop virtual correctionslg to yg + qq, but also from the virtual gluon contributions in the higher particle subprocesses yq + q+q{, and yg + g+qe (see Fig. 2 ). The analysis of these "coulombic" gluon contributions will be given elsewhere. The virtual loop corrections to the yg + qc subprocess such as (c) contribute to this correlation in the same order.
(4)
In the case of single-hadron production at transverse momentum, leading-twist subprocesses are unlikely to dominate the cross section below pT < 8 GeV because of the well-known trigger bias effect.21
The complete set of higher-twist subprocesses, gq + Mq,-t m, qM -t qM, etc. must be taken into account.22
As noted above, higher-twist contributions incorporate and replace the naive k, smearing procedure.
In general, the higher-twist and leading-twist terms have a completely unrelated helicity and spin structure.
(5) Inclusive reactions involving incident hadrons also suffer from the fact that the initiating constituents can (Glauber) scatter elastically or inelastically on spectator constituents before the hard scattering process.13 This effect can further reduce and complicate polarization correlations at low energies.
-6-It is clear that the net gluon or quark polarization in inclusive reactions is always less than the hadron polarization, except possibly at the kinematic limit x + 1. Conversely, we expect that the correlation between constfiuent and hadron helicity vanish as x + 0, because of all the depolarizing mechanisms.
Although the spin correlations in the valence quark, sea quark and gluon inclusive distribution functions are generally controlled by non-perturbative bound state dynamics, it is still possible to make perturbative QCD predictions for the spin correlations of fast constituents in the limit x -f 1.14 Note that at the edge of phase space only the valence Fock state contributes to the leading behavior in (l-x) since this requires the fewest number of spectators to stop.
Furthermore, for x N 1, the struck quark is kinematically far off-shell and spacelike: k* w -(k*+m*)/(l-x) -f -a as long as the spectator masses are non-zero.
The (l-x) power behavior of the structure functions can thus be computed in leading order from the simplest QCD tree diagrams; one finds parallel q,N helicity . Gulp # 2Gdlp at x + 1. In fact, if we assume SU(6) symmetry, we have Gulp => 5Gdlp for x + 1.24
In the case of gluon distribution in the nucleon, we recall that simple q + gq bremsstrahlung has a C(l-x)2+11/x dependence where the two terms correspond respectively to parallel and anti-parallel gluon and initial quark helicity.
At x N 0, the gluon helicity becomes uncorrelated. Convoluting this result with Gq/N gives perturbative contributions
I.e., in general, the leading q or g constituents at x N 1 have helicities parallel to the nucleon helicity. The analysis of meson structure functions at x N 1 is similar to that of the baryon, with two striking differences:
(1) The controlling power behavior23 of the leading-twist contribution is (l-x)* from perturbative QCD. The extra factor of (l-x) --compared to what would have been expected from spectator counting --can be attributed to the mismatch between the quark spin and that of the meson.
(2) The longitudinal meson structure function has an anomalous non-scaling component24 which is finite at x + 1: QkQ) w Cx*/Q*. This higher twist term, which comes from the lepton scattering off an instantaneous fermion-line in light-cone perturbation theory, can be rigorously computed and normalized in perturbative QCD.14~25 The crucial fact is that the wave function evolution and spectator transverse momentum integrations can be written directly in terms of a corresponding calculation of the meson form factor.
A simplified result for the pion structure function in leading order is (in analogy to the Born driving term in the Witten structure function)14
which numerically is FL N x */Q* (GeV* units). The dominance of the longitudinal structure functions in the fixed W limit for mesons is an essential prediction of perturbative QCD and is a special type of spin test.
Perhaps the most dramatic consequence is in the Drell-Yan process ITP + 2+&-X; one predicts26 that for fixed pair mass Q, the angular distribution of the a+ (in the pair rest frame) will change from the conventional (l+cos28+) distribution to sin*(0+) for pairs produced at large XL. A recent analysis of the Chicago-Illinois-Princeton experiment27 at FNAL appears to confirm the QCD high-twist prediction with about the expected normalization. It will be very important to check whether this effect is associated with the predicted c/Q* behavior. Striking evidence for a higher-twist component has also been reported in a Gargamelle28 analysis of the quark fragmentation functions in vp + 'II+~-X. The results yield a quark fragmentation distribution into positive charged hadrons which is consistent with the predicted form:2g dN+/dzdy m B(l-z)*+(C/Q*) (l-y) where the (l-y) behavior corresponds to a longitudinal structure function. It is also crucial to check that the e+e-+MX cross section becomes purely longitudinal (sin*0) at large z at moderate Q*. The implications of this higher-twist contribution for meson production at large pT will be discussed elsewhere.30
IV. SPIN EFFECTS IN EXCLUSIVE REACTIONS m QCD SELECTION RULES
As we have seen in the previous section, test of spin effects in inclusive reactions are often complicated by a number of corrections and depolarizating mechanisms.
In the case of large momentum transfer exclusive reactions, such as e+e' + M@ and yy -t 6, only the minimal IqS> Fock state of the meson contribute to leading order in m/Q, and one can obtain direct, rigorous checks of quark and gluon dynamics at short distance.2'8
We will focus here on the use of exclusive reactions to experimentally determine the gluon spin and interactions in QCD. As we have discussed in the introduction, exclusive reactions involving large momentum transfer can be written in a form which factorizes the dynamics of the hard scattering quark and gluon processes from the physics of the hadronic wave functions.
For example, the leading contribution to the nucleon form factor is given by the product of three factors: (a) the distribution amplitude, 4, for finding the three-quark valence state in the incoming proton;
(b) the amplitude, TH, for this quark state to scatter with the photon producing three quarks in the final state whose momenta are'roughly collinear; and (c) the amplitude, $I*, for this final quark state to reform into a hadron. Thus the magnetic form factor can be written (see Fig. 3a To leading order in as(Q2), the "hard scattering amplitude" TH is the sum of all Born diagrams for y*+3q + 3q in perturbative QCD (see Fig. 3b ). The transverse momentum fluctuations of the quarks in the initial and final protons are negligible relative to ql, as are all particle masses. These can be ignored in TH so that in effect each hadron is replaced by collinear onshell valence partons.
Since the final quarks are collinear, momentum of @(ql) + 00 must be transferred from quark line to quark line (via gluons) in TH* This justifies the use of perturbation theory in computing TH, since all internal propagators in the Born diagrams must then be off-shell by O(Q*). Furthermore, the most important dynamical feature of the form factor --its power-law fall-off --can then be traced to the behavior of TH, which falls for increasing Q* with a factor (as(Q2)/Q2) for each constituent, after the first, scattered from the incident to the final direction:
i.e.,
where as (Q*) = (41r/f3) (an 9*/A*)-1 is the running coupling constant (see Fig.  3b ).
It is now clear that non-valence Fock states in the proton cannot contribute since all such states contain four or more constituents, each of which must be turned to the final direction. (a,(Q*) /Q2)3 The assumption of the standard helicity-flavor symmetry for the baryon wave functions at short distances then leads to the specification of all the leading electroweak octet and decouplet form factors. The spatial wave functions can be assumed to be symmetrical with respect to the quarks having the same helicity, a feature which is preserved under perturbative QCD evolution.
At Q* + =, the spatial wave function becomes totally symmetric,
and thus the helicity-flavor structure of the baryon states satisfies exact SU (6) processes at large Q*, e+e-+ y* -t HA+HB, the hadrons are predicted to be dominantly produced with opposite helicity hA = -hB = 0 01 ++, since total hadron helicity is conserved. All two-body angular distributions have cent;r-of-mass angular distributions given by tiZ,A(e) where X = hA-hB and J, = ?l (me/s + 0). The angylar distirbution the cross sections must then be proportional to (l+cos 0) for x = *l or sin*8 for X=0; i.e., for the leading power behavior in all orders of perturbation theory for baryon zdeTrnEoz p$sK;2cr;spectively.
In particular, we predict power-law suppression since the vector meson must be produced with non-zero -12 -helicity)
as well as e+e--t p(h =O>;(h=l), p(h=l);(h=+l), A(h=3/2)* i(h = any helicity).
It is important to note that all of these results hold for heavy quarkemium decay $,$',T + HA+HB; the annihilation of heavy quarks via an aribtrary number of vector gluons (see Fig. 5 ) into the light quarks (G,m$ << Q*) again conserves total hadron helicity, and the quarkonium state produced in e+e-must have spin +l along the beam direction.
In fact, there is already considerable experimental data for J, and I/J' decays which can be used to test the QCD predictions.
The SPEAR Mark II data36 for J, + pp are consistent with the predicted l+cos*8 angular distribution. In contrast, scalar, pseudoscalar, or tensor gluon theories predict a sin*0 distribution in leading order! The power-law behavior predicted by QCD can be checked by comparing + and Jo' branching ratios into baryon pairs. The theory predicts the leading power behavior BR(J, + pp') 8 BR(IL' -+ pis) (4.10)
where BR(Q + pp) = T($ + pp)/I'($ + lightuark hadrons) removes the dependence on the J, and I$' wave functions.
The data 96 is consistent with a ratio (MJ, ' /MI+ > n with n = 10+3.
The $ + BB data can also be used to normalize the baryon distribution amplitudes to leading order in a,@$), and check predictions for relative and absolute magnitudes of the decay rate. The reactions JI,JI' -t ~~p,Kii*,... are suppressed in QCD because they violate hadron helicity conservation. One expects BR($ -f np)/BR($' -f TP) N 04~ I /M,$ n with n 2 6 in QCD, whereas n=4 is possible in scalar or tensor gluon theories.
The existing data shows that n Z-10, an even strong:r suppression than is expected. It is also curious that the up and KK rates are roughly comparable, since helicity flip amplitude are usually associated with factors of the (running) quark mass. We can also analyze heavy pseudoscalar (J'=O-) quarkonia decays in perturbative QCD. The decays x + BiB should be suppressed since quark helicity conservation requires hg = -hB, in conflict with total angular momentum conservation.
This is an important test of QCD since this suppression would not be present in theories with scalar or tensor glue. We would also expect suppression of x production in pp annihilation.37
-13 -
V. HADRON HELICITY CONSERVATION AND FIXED ANGLE SCATTERING
As we have discussed in Sect. IV, total hadron helicity conservation applie2
to any large momentum transfer amplitudes which factorizes into a hard scattering subprocess matrix element TH(x.,Q) convoluted with the process-independent amplitudes $H(x,Q). This t actorization (see Fig. 4 ) can be rigorously demonstrated in perturbative QCD for processes such as the fixed angle two-photon reactions8 yy -t M, where M = n,p,K,K*, etc. These reactions are now being using e+e-collisions. Landshoff pinch contributions are suppressed by a power of Q* (= p$) at the Born level, even before taking into account the Sudakov form factor suppression of such amplitudes.
In addition, there is no anomalous contribution from quark currents at the edge of phase space (l-x) 5 m/Q. Total helicity conservation implies that to all orders in a,(Q*) the leading power contribution for yy + @ at fixed e,., produce mesons with equal and opposite helicities; yy -+ p(h=O)jS(h=fl), yy : p(h =+l)F(h=-1) are suppressed. Note that yy -f p+(h=+l)p-(h=-1) i s not suppressed even though y* + p+(h=+l)p-(h=-1) is nonleading.
Complete predictions (to leading order in a,(Q which-is consistent with helicity conservation. On the other hand, it should be noted that the change of Am is very rapid: ANN g 0.05 at 8,.,. I 60' to ANN s 0.60 at 8,., 2 70°, which is in marked contrast'to the generally smooth behavior predicted from calculations of TH for protonproton scattering.
For example, the set of hard scattering diagrams (see Fig. 7a ) with only quark inter- = 9o") , with a very slow variation (5 2%) over all 8,., . Diagrams with quark interchange plus gluon exchange between' nucleons (as-in Fig. 7b) give a smaller value for ANN.45 The angular distribution predicted for diagrams with only gluon exchange (Fig. 7d,e) 'it i, li,Si) is the Fock state wave function for the nth state with initial spin opposite to the z-direction. The sum is over all Fock states (n) and charged constituents j. A ty ical contribution to the anomalous moment is of order 6a(n) w MR(") where R(n P is the mean radius of an internal Fock state (n) which contributes to the nucleon positive and negative helicity. Thus the magnetic moment of a nucleon approaches the Dirac value as the binding energy of the quark and gluon Fock states becomes arbitrary 1arge.48p4g*50 This result has also been derived using the Drell-Hearn-Gerasimov sum rule48 ¶4g or sidewise dispersion relations. 50 It should be noted that the standard non-relativistic formula51 ;= 2 + i=l ui predicts u+O in the strong binding limit; its validity is restricted to weak binding situations and thus it has doubtful applicability to quark model calculation.
In particular, the non-relativistic formula, while Eq. (7.1), neglects the effects of the Lorentz boost in the interaction with the external field. The complete calculation of magnetic moments, charge radii, and general form factors of hadrons will have to take into account the full relativistic and Fock state structure of QCD.48*52 The systematic consideration of these quantities plus others such as GA/%, J =0 matrix elements may lead to tight constraints on the details of hadron structure. We also note that the QCD analysis applies to nuclear bound states. In particular, deuteron form
